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INTRODUCTION

A Note About Voicebot Research
and Voice Industry Pulse™
I am excited to bring you the executive summary of

If you would like to learn more about our new research

the very first Voice Industry Pulse™. The full report has

offering, you can click here for more information. We

40 charts and over 35 pages of analysis and can be

have new analyses coming out shortly around voice

accessed by Voicebot Research members.

assistant use on smartphones and hearables, smart

In the executive summary we are providing a subset
of the data so everyone can get a sense of where the
industry is today. There are some very interesting trends
related to how developers, designers and other voice

home integrations, voice commerce, and more. And, of
course, you will have full access to the Voice Industry
Pulse and the complete Smart Speaker Consumer Adoption Report 2020.

industry professionals view the leading voice assistant

Members can easily download all of Voicebot’s charts

platforms and how that changed coming into 2020.

in a central location and also have access to strategy

The Voice Industry Pulse is a report released without

sessions with Voicebot analysts.

a sponsor so we are incurring all costs internally. We

Let us know your thoughts and questions on Twitter by

hope you find the data presented here to be valuable and

tagging @voicebotai and @bretkinsella in your Tweets.

that you will consider becoming a member of Voicebot
Research.
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INTRODUCTION

Why We Need Voice a Industry Pulse™
There are a growing number of studies around voice assistant adoption, device use,

In the following pages, you will find a variety of data points about which consumer voice

and even forecasts for growth. Some are pretty good while others are clearly dubious

platforms are most used by industry professionals, what developers think about them,

in their methodologies and results. However, putting those other studies aside, we are

how large voice app budgets are today, what types of features are typically offered, and

aware of no research that has looked to gauge the activity, opinions, and sentiment

how the practitioners rate their success so far.

of voice industry professionals. What are developers, marketers, designers, managers,
and other professionals doing today in their work with voice assistant platforms? What
are they learning? How do they feel about the market reception of their work and prospects for the future?

We also went an extra step and created two new ratings for the industry so we could
develop a better picture of how the leading voice platforms are viewed and employed
by industry professionals. The Voicebot Platform Impact Rating assesses the impact a
number of voice assistant development platforms are having on the industry. It provides

Voicebot’s Voice Industry Pulse 2020 set out to answer many of these questions and

a number score based on a variety of factors ranging from breadth of use today to

more. While the most recent survey of voice industry professionals was conducted in

plans for future use.

January 2020, we started this process back in July 2019. This allowed us to go beyond
a snapshot and see trend data, identify anomalies, and provide a deeper level of insight.
Voice industry professionals along with the voice platform providers and consumers
make up the three legs of the voice experience. Now we can begin presenting a holistic
view of the industry and how the key segments are evolving.
© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

A second metric, Voicebot Platform Sentiment Rating, focuses more specifically on
sentiment toward the voice assistant platforms and near term optimism around the
opportunities they provide. We hope these new metrics allow everyone in the industry
to get a better sense of how the platforms relate to each other and the impact they are
having from the perspective of voice industry pros.
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Positive Metrics for Voice, Warning Signs, and the Big 2
Voicebot’s Voice Industry Pulse™ sheds light on a lot of topics

work in voice assistant platforms over the next year. This figure

that heretofore have only been subject to speculation and anec-

nearly doubled between July 2019 and January 2020. Poten-

dote. While the details are many in this report, there are three

tially related to this finding, the percent of voice developers that

trends worth noting and monitoring over time.

believe there is a clear path to monetization for voice interactive

Positive Signals for Voice

products fell from about 50% to just 30%. And, there has been
some decline in the category of voice app projects considered

We noted some warning signs for voice assistant adoption

to be a big success complemented by a rise in projects deemed

in the recently published Smart Speaker Consumer Adoption

mildly unsuccessful. It is logical to be concerned that these

Report 2020 and have included others in this research as well.

emerging weaknesses could be exposed by a global recession.

However, much of the feedback from voice industry professionals presented here was positive. Budgets are rising for voice

The Big 2

apps with the largest increase coming in projects with spending

Where there is momentum in voice, it is mostly confined to the

north of $500,000. More than half of all voice app projects are

big 2--Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant. These two voice

deemed successful with fewer than 10% rated as unsuccessful.

platforms dominate all of the rankings and although there has

More developers are full-time in voice than in the past. There are

been some narrowing of views about future prospects, that has

many reasons to be optimistic about voice in general and specif-

largely been Alexa and Google Assistant declining in favorability

ically in relation to the consumer voice assistant platforms.

as opposed to competing offerings rising on their own. Voice

Warning Signs

app initiatives are launched using a number of voice assistant

However, there are also some concerning metrics which might

70% of industry activity.

be warning signs of trouble ahead for the industry. The most

platforms, but Alexa and Google Assistant are consuming over

notable is the sharp rise in developers planning to decrease their
© VOICEBOT.AI 2020
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INTRODUCTION

Voice App Functional Focus is Shifting to Driving Tangible Outcomes
•

Answering questions (53.7%), providing services that complement an existing prod-

Voice App Functional Focus

uct (43.4%), and distributing audio or text content (42.2%) have characterized the
early focus for voice apps to date. The first two of those categories have remained

Answers questions

consistent at the top of the functionality list, although as voice apps have expanded

Provides services
associated with a product

the percentage focused on the distribution of audio and text content has fallen.
•

It is worth noting that each of these top three voice app focus areas are primarily

Distributes content in audio
and / or text format

about leveraging something the voice app publishers already have as opposed to

Educational content

creating something new. This is not surprising. Many platform shifts are characterized by first bringing existing concepts and materials over before creating new solutions and experiences that are native to the new environment.
•

The next group of voice app functions are well behind the top tier with educational
content (28.7%), offering a call-to-action of some sort to drive user engagement
(25.4%), help consumers choose a product (24.6%), and faciliating the buying process
(24.6%). These were followed by it’s a game (23.0%) and productivity (20.9%).

•

24.6%

Helps consumers choose a product

24.6%

It's a game

23.0%

Productivity

Facilitates the buying process
all the way to purchase

© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

28.7%

Facilitates buying process - purchase
happens on another channel

point to the intent to support an existing business as opposed to serve as a stand-

January 2020.

42.2%

25.4%

Other

extensions, shopping, and calls to action were flat or down between July 2019 and

43.4%

Offers a call to action

In general, we are seeing a broad mix of functional focuses for voice apps and many
alone voice experience. With that said, the engagement focus areas such as product

53.7%

Smart home controls

20.9%
15.2%
14.3%
13.1%
Source: Voicebot 2020
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Positive Reviews Reign for Voice App Projects
•

outcomes. More than half of voice app publishers rated their projects
as successfully meeting objectives as of January 2020. That was up 5%
since mid 2019. About one-third say the project was neither successful
nor unsuccessful with fewer than 10% saying they were unsuccessful in
meeting objectives.
•

Did Voice App Projects Meet Objectives 2019 - 2020

Rising budgets may be a result of positive reviews of voice app project

When you dig a bit deeper, fewer than one-third in the successful cate-

JANUARY 2020

54.3%

32.4%

9.7%

JULY 2019

49.3%

gory were characterized as a big success so we are generally dealing

31.7%
SUCCESSFUL

NEITHER

11.1%

NOT SUCCESSFUL

Source: Voicebot 2020

segment actually fell between July 2019 and January 2020. In addition,

Did Voice App Projects Meet Objectives
Response by Functional Role - 2020

many projects have the primary objective of “learning” so success may
a bit soft when subject to greater scrutiny.
•

When you break out the responses from developers and non-developers you find the former are more likely to gauge the project a success
and the latter more likely to assign a grade of neither successful nor

7.9%

DON’T KNOW

with mild successes and very few perceived failures. The big success

not be that high of an achievement. The results are positive but appear

3.6%

DEVELOPERS

57.2%

28.6%

9.5%

4.8%

NON-DEVELOPERS

51.5%

36.1%

9.9%

2.5%

unsuccessful. Both groups were equally likely to characterize their voice
app project as unsuccessful in January 2020.

SUCCESSFUL

NEITHER

NOT SUCCESSFUL

DON’T KNOW
Source: Voicebot 2020
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Amazon and Google Having the Largest Impact
•

Voice Platform Impact Rating

When looking at the impact of voice platforms on third-party
ecosystems, there are several factors to consider. The number of
developers, marketers, and designers building on a platform is
clearly important. How much these people plan to support the

Amazon
Alexa

110.2

platform going forward is also noteworthy. By combining several
metrics, Voicebot has created a Voicebot Platform Impact Rating
to show the relative strength of each of the leading voice platforms
with voice professionals. The scale ranges from -250 to 250 and
depicts the overall impact each platform is having based on actual
and planned activities.
•

Amazon Alexa leads in the 2020 impact rating by 13 points over

Google
Assistant
Apple
Siri

-1.5

Google Assistant.This dominant duo leads their nearest rival by
more than 2:1. A significant factor is the wider adoption of these
platforms in the industry, but it is not the only factor. Future pros-

97.3
38.3
Microsoft
Cortana

Samsung
Bixby

25.5

pects on these platforms is also an important weighting.
•

Apple Siri and Samsung Bixby make up the next strata of voice

SoundHound

11.0

platform competitors at 38.3 and 25.5 respectively. Both achieve
those positions by their access to dominant smartphone devices.
•

-1.3

Nuance

Both Microsoft Cortana and Nuance show a negative rating today
largely because industry professionals plan to pay them less attention in 2020 than in previous years.

© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

Other

19.8
Source: Voicebot 2020
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SENTIMENT

Google Assistant Moves Up in Eyes of Software Developers, Differences Narrow
•

Voice Assistant with Most Potential Today

In July 2019, industry professionals gave Alexa a slight edge over Google Assistant
as the voice assistant with the most potential today. However, that reversed six
months later with Google Assistant in the top spot in January 2020.

•

4.20

4.18

During this same period, the perceived value around other prominent assistants -Siri, Cortana, and Bixby -- all increased significantly, narrowing the gap with the two

3.27

3.30

market leaders. The three challengers all held their previous rank-order position as

2.76

2.62

3, 4, and 5 respectively.
•

3.05
2.04

Alexa and Google Assistant both saw the same relative decline compared to their

2.62
1.96

peers of 21% - 22%.
•

The biggest gains were for Cortana and Bixby (34% - 35% rise). This may be surprising for Cortana given its retreat from the consumer space. However, as the only
truly enterprise-focused option in our list, that may be influencing industry professionals focused in that sector. Bixby’s rise is likely the direct result of a much more
aggressive outreach to developers which intensified in the second half of 2019.

•

Note: The results were captured as a 1-5 forced ranking in terms of most to least

Amazon
Alexa

Google
Assistant

Apple
Siri
= 2019

Microsoft
Cortana
= 2020

Samsung
Bixby
Source: Voicebot 2020

potential.
© VOICEBOT.AI 2020
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SENTIMENT

Google Maintains Top Spot for Long-term Potential
•

Voice Assistant with Most Potential Over the Next Five Years

Google Assistant maintained the top spot from summer 2019 in
the view of industry professionals as having the highest long-term
potential over a five-year span. Although the numbers compressed,
the difference between Google Assistant and Alexa remained at
about 7%.

•

4.20

3.93
3.18

3.39
2.75

Again, we saw similar compression of the spread between voice

2.98

2.78

assistants as Sir, Cortana, and Bixby all advanced between July

2.08

2019 and January 2020. The rise was consistent for Cortana and

1.96

2.66
2.03

Bixby as with the current potential shown on the pervious chart.
However, Siri only saw half the gains. It appears that industry
professionals overall have more confidence in Siri’s potential today
than over the longer-term.
•

Note: The results were captured as a 1-5 forced ranking in terms of
most to least potential.

© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

Amazon Alexa

Google Assistant

Apple Siri
= 2019

Microsoft Cortana
= 2020

Samsung Bixby
Source: Voicebot 2020
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DEVELOPERS

Amazon and Google Have a Big Lead with Developers
•

Conversion Rate of Exploration to Voice App Launch

Amazon and Google have a big lead in terms of developer interest in the Alexa and
Assistant platforms. 83.0% of developers surveyed have explored Alexa and 66.0%
launched a skill while 74.5% have explored Google Assistant and 51.1% launched a

Apple Siri

No other voice assistant platform has engendered this broad of a base of interest in

Microsoft Cortana

the voice developer community. Samsung’s Bixby is third with 31.9% explored and
8.5% launched. Granted, given that Bixby didn’t start supporting developers until

Samsung Bixby

about year prior to the 2020 survey and there wasn’t a marketplace to launch capsules

SoundHound

until about eight months prior, it is notable progress in a short period of time.

Google Assistant
Apple Siri
Microsoft Cortana

51.1%

Nuance
Other
© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

•

14.9%
12.8%
8.5%
10.6%

26.6%
14.1%
66.6%
55.4%

Source: Voicebot 2020

Another consideration is how motivated developers are to act when they do explore
are far ahead of their consumer assistant competitors. However, Nuance with 66.6%
and Other (e.g. Mycroft, Watson, et al.) with 55.4% deserve a mention as solutions
that bias toward custom assistants. While far fewer developers say they have evaluated these platforms, very often those explorations convert to launches.

31.9%

8.5%

9.9%

and evaluate a voice platform. Again, Alexa with 79.5% and Google Assistant at 68.6%

74.5%

21.3%

2.1%

2.1%

Other

14.9%

4.3%

Samsung Bixby
SoundHound

83.0%

66.0%

28.9%

Nuance

Voice Platforms Developers Have Explored & Launched Voice Apps With
Amazon Alexa

68.6%

Google Assistant

Google Action.
•

79.5%

Amazon Alexa

EXPLORED
LAUNCHED

•

Cortana has shown the weakest conversion on this metric with fewer than 10% of
developers going from exploration to launch. This is likely influenced by Microsoft’s
pullback from consumer applications, uncertainty about its enterprises scope beyond
Office features, and its minimalist developer support for Cortana before its change in

19.2%
Source: Voicebot 2020

strategy.
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DEVELOPERS

Voice App Monetization and Falling Optimism Among Developers
•

Driving voice app discovery was the most common challenge cited by developers but monetization is also a popular

Path to Voice App Monetization

topic. There has been widespread discussion around how and if voice assistants can generate revenue to sustain
developer efforts and entice them to support the ecosystems.
•

The area where developers are increasingly convinced can be a revenue generator is in services. While 49% said building custom voice apps for businesses would a viable path to monetization or revenue generation in July 2019, that
figure vaulted to 62% in January 2020.

•

model. By January, that sentiment had plummeted to just 30%.
Amazon reduced its Alexa developer rewards payouts during that period and there were few new examples of voice
apps generating sufficient revenue to sustain a team. In fact, the voice apps that are generating revenue and heralded
as success stories are typically one or two-person shops and not supporting larger teams.
•

49%
Yes, for building voice apps with monetization baked in
30%
49%

By contrast, developers became more pessimistic about monetizing voice apps as products over the second half of
2019. In July, 49% said they saw a path to monetization building voice apps, a figure equal to the fee-for-services

•

Yes, for building custom voice apps for businesses
62%

Developers that previously were optimistic about voice as the successor to mobile are not seeing the types of revenue
generation opportunities that were common as that earlier platform emerged. The risk for the industry is that the lack

Yes, but by another path
15%
11%
No, not today
26%
28%
July 2019

January 2020

of monetization will lead to developer exodus which will drain the talent pool vital to growing the overall value of voice
assistants.
© VOICEBOT.AI 2020
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MARKETERS, MANAGERS & DESIGNERS

Marketers Become More Deliberate About Voice App Promotion
•

In July 2019 more than one-third of marketers, designers, and

Marketer Activities for Voice App Promotion

managers said they did not promote their voice app launch. Six
months later that figure had dropped over seven percentage points
to just under 28%. That’s still more than 1-in-4 failing to promote a
voice app, but progress. It’s hard to imagine a mobile app launch
without promotion but it is a regular occurrence for voice apps.
•

Proactive marketing steps to promote voice app launches included
a rise in social media activity and public relations. Social media
was the leading choice for promotion with over half of survey

53.5%

Social
Media

45.8%

Emailed our
audience,
customers, users

44.1%
43.5%
34.2%

PR / Media
Placement

29.6%

participants citing it as a strategy. It also reflected the largest rise
in activity during the period at 7.7%.
•

The next highest rise was for paid advertising. Only 17.3% said had

Amazon / Google
highlighted
voice app

30.7%
23.9%

used paid advertising for voice app promotion in July 2019, but
that figure rose 7.0% to 24.3% in January.
•

notable jump to 30.7%
In general, voice app publishers appear to be becoming more
deliberate about their promotion efforts and are also applying an
all-of-the-above strategy for building awareness.

© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

35.4%

There was also a 6.8% rise in voice app publishers saying that
Amazon or Google had highlighted their voice app in some way--a

•

27.7%

We did not
promote it

24.3%

Paid
advertising
I don’t
know

17.3%

JAN 2020
JULY 2019

5.5%
5.8%

Source: Voicebot 2020
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MARKETERS, MANAGERS & DESIGNERS

Discovery Remains the Biggest Challenge for Voice App Publishers
•

Driving voice app discovery is far-and-away the biggest challenge cited by voice app publishers post launch. In July 2019 it
accounted for 51% of open ended responses and that fell 7% to
44% in January 2020. However, that doesn’t necessarily mean
discovery has gone away as a problem. We asked for a single
response and user experience challenges rose from 7% - 12%
while retention climbed from 6% to 11%. It is likely that some
voice developers experience all of these challenges and some
are now citing retention and UX despite the persistent problem
with discovery which is still the answer about four times more
than the second place response.

•

The next two most frequently cited responses were maintenance and technical issues which both declined since mid
2019. As the voice assistant platforms mature along with the
voice app teams, these issues tend to become less central to

Common Challenges Faced by
Voice App Publishers

Analytics showed a small amount of growth as did monetiza-

discovery is the clear leader today.
© VOICEBOT.AI 2020

7%
11%
6%
9%
9%

Other

8%

Maintenance

14%
7%

Technical
Analytics
Monetization

two of the app success trinity of discovery, retention, and monetization are high priorities for many voice app publishers, but

12%

Retention

tion, but these are not top concerns with many voice industry
professionals compared to the alternatives. It is fair to say that

51%

User
Experience

the voice app publisher experience.
•

44%

Discovery

Privacy

11%
5%
3%
2%

JAN 2020
JULY 2019

1%
1%
1%

Source: Voicebot 2020
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Charts In Executive Summary and Full Report
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x

x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x

x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x

x
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x

x
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x

x
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x
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x
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x
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x
x
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x
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x
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x
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Developer Support Ranking

x

x

x
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RESOURCES

Additional Resources
Smart Speaker Consumer
Adoption Report 2020

DOWNLOAD NOW

In-Car Voice Assistant
Consumer Adoption Report
2020

This report was produced by Voicebot Research, the
leading provider of data and analysis about the voice
and AI industries. You can have access to the full report
of over 30 pages and 35 charts by becoming a member

DOWNLOAD NOW
Voice Assistant Consumer
Adoption in Healthcare

today.
Voicebot Research is focused on helping business
executives make better decisions faster to inform
and propel their voice AI strategies. Voicebot analysts
tap into the deepest reservoir of data and contacts in

DOWNLOAD NOW

the industry to provide new insights into where voice
AI is headed, and how to optimize your approach to

Voice Assistant SEO Report
for Brands

DOWNLOAD NOW
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navigating the most important technology platform
shift since mobile and the web.

JOIN VOICEBOT RESEARCH
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About Voicebot

Methodology

Report Authors

Voicebot produces the leading online publication, news-

The survey was conducted in July 2019 and again in-

Bret Kinsella

Ava Mutchler

letter and podcast focused on the voice and AI indus-

January 2020 and was completed by between 450-650

Research Director

Graphic Designer & Editor

tries. We also produce the most widely cited research

voice industry professionals. Responses from people

bret@voicebot.ai

ava@voicebot.ai

about voice assistant adoption, use, and evolution

not actively participating in the voice industry today

through our Voicebot Research service. Access the lat-

were removed.

est data, beautiful charts, insights and more by becoming a member today.
Thousands of entrepreneurs, developers, investors, analysts and other industry leaders look to Voicebot each
week for the latest news, data, analysis and insights
defining the trajectory of the next great computing platform. At Voicebot, we give voice to a revolution.

To request custom voice or AI industry research
contact: info@voicebot.ai

